
Dear Dr. D. Jethy 

Thank you for the queries. This is the information I collected about existence of 

characters of Ba, Va and Wa in Oriya. Hope this helps. If more information is 

required then I will furnish later.  

Oriya pronunciation and script has three different characters viz. Bilabial Ba (ବ), 

Dentolabial Va (ଵ) and diphthong Wa (ୱ). To pronounce Ba and Va lower lip 

touches the upper lip and upper teeth respectively. But during pronunciation of 

Wa the lips does not touch , neither  to each other nor to the teeth and thus it is a 

diphthong which in Oriya cannot be same as Va.  

Evolution of Oriya script depicted in a figure (in State museum, Orissa) :                

 



The above figure reveals that the bilabial 'Ba' and dentolabial 'Va' were treated 

separately as distinct characters untill 15th century. However Wa is conspicuously 

absent in this depiction.  

 After 15th century, Oriya literature described Ba and Va as  two different 

characters in ancient Oriya literature such various 'champu' and 'chautisa' where 

the verses are written in alphabetical order from 'ଅ' to 'କ୍ଷ'. These two characters 

have been described separately, one in bilabial plosive sequence after. 'pha' ଫ 
and other in nonplosive sequence after 'la' ଲ . there are numerous such writings 

few have been illustrated below.  

Kishore Chandrananda Champu : 

 

 



NiLakaNTha ChautisA in 1903 

 



 

Champu in 1905 

 



Jagannatha chautisa in 1912 

 



BhUpati Chautisa in 1929 

  



Chautisa madhuchakra in 1931 

 

There are numerous such Oriya manuscripts where Ba and Va are described in 

different sequences and thus give conclusive evidence that these are different 

characters in Oriya even in early parts of 20th century.  

The dentolabial ‘Va’ ଵ has a dot inside a circle to differentiate from bilabial ‘Ba’ ବ. 

However, when these ancient literatures were printed by letterpress, the ink filled 

up and obliterated the groove when a dot is there inside a circle in letter like 'ଵ'. 
Due to such technical difficulties, it could not be printed properly and thus ‘ଵ’ 



dissappered in the paper books. However these two letters are still different in 

Oriya at present in current spoken language.  

Many advocate that merger of ‘Ba’ and ‘Va’ would simplify the issue but actually 

it confuses and complicates. Complication is not simplification.  

So far ‘Wa’ is concerned it was not there in original Oriya orthography (already 

depicted above) but introduced later in 1938 and is used to write the foreign 

words like hawa, diwan, power, tower etc. as ହାୱା, ଦୱିାନ, ପାୱାର, ଟାୱାର etc. This 

new character in Oriya should not be mingled or equated with ‘Va’ that would 

create even more confusion. Oriya is read as it is written, so ‘Wa’ cannot be a 

substitute for ‘Va’.  

With the advent of computer technology, the shortcomings of letterpress could 

be overcome. Now the Oriya letters are now available with Unicode the original 

Oriya ‘Ba’ / ବ, ‘Va’ / ଵ and also the new ‘Wa’ / ୱ.  
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